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Abstract: Organizations are more interested in the interesting data rather than the bulk of data. So they need a
systematic and scientific approach to extract meaningful data out of heaps of the data and to find out the relations
among these patterns. To analyze “big data” on clouds, it is very important to research data mining strategies
based on cloud computing paradigm from both theoretical and practical views. In this paper, based on the original
Apriori algorithm, an improved algorithm is proposed which adopts a new count-based method to prune candidate
item sets and uses generation record to reduce total data scan amount and also make it more modeling oriented.
Experiments demonstrate that by performing our algorithm of on given datasets we will find the Solution of
problems in association and apriori algorithm.
Keywords: Cloud, data mining , association rule, apriori algorithm , pattern.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
I. Introduction
All the organizations big or small have bulk of data which needs to be stored or retrieved systematically to form
information. The repository of data is known as Database. With the advancement in computer science, the database
has taken many shapes. According to the applications, starting from the traditional file system to hierarchical,
Network, Relational, Object Oriented, Associative, now it has reached to Data Warehouses and Data Marts etc.
But every piece of data stored in these databases may not be useful for the Organization. They need to filter
the useful data from the bulk of data which can be used for decision making, reporting or analysis. These useful
patterns or pieces of data are known as interesting patterns.
II. Related Work
A. Association Rule Mining
Association Rule mining is the scientific technique to dig out interesting and frequent patterns from the
transactional, spatial, temporal or other databases and to set associations , relations or correlations among those
patterns (also known as item sets) in order to discover knowledge or to frame information.
Association rules can be applied in various fields like network management, Basket data analysis, catalog design,
clustering, classification, marketing etc. Association rules establish the relationship between different variables to
analyze the present situation. For e.g. to find the relationship between the various items sold at a shopping mall, the
association rule can be applied on the huge amount of data recorded by the Shopping mall.
For e.g. the rule {Computer, Printer}  {UPS} found in the sales data of a mall would indicate that if a customer
buys Computer and Printer together, he or she would definitely also buy UPS. This information can be used making
the decision regarding keeping the stock of the products as well as to analyze the customer buying habits and
promotional activities for future. Association rule works on the database of transactions where every transaction
contain list of item set(patterns).
Measures of the rule are Support and Confidence. Support of rule is proportion of transaction in the data set that
contains the item set to the total number of transactions. The Confidence of a rule is ratio of total number of
transactions with all the items to the number of transaction with the A item set. For e.g if Dataset T is given the an
itemset A has number of occurrences in it. An association rule is the relationship between two itemsets A and B .
such as A B means when A occurs B also occurs .
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B. Example & Explanation of Association rule
To illustrate and understand the basic terms we consider a small database of 6 transactions and 3 items. The rule is
{Computer, printer} {UPS}
This implies that if customer buy Computer and Printer, he tend to buy UPS also. Out of 6 transactions 3
transactions support this rule .In 3 records all the three items are brought together.
The Support of rule denoted as Supp(A) is proportion of transaction in the data set that contains the itemset to the
total number of transactions. In the above example, the itemset {Computer, Printer, UPS} has a support of 3/ 6 = 0.5
since it occurs in 50% of all transactions (3 out of 6 transactions).
The Confidence of a rule (denoted as conf(A B)=Ratio of total number of transaction with all the items to the
number of transaction with the A item set . for e.g Computer and Printer are purchased 4 times and out of 4
transactions UPS is purchased three times with Computer and Printer i.e A so the conf(A,B)= ¾ =.75 i.e 75%.
So the association rule is the technique to set the relation between item sets to draw important conclusions. It set the
minimum support and confidence threshold and evaluates the frequent itemset and then use the evaluated itemset to
frame desired results.
C. Types of Association rule
Association rule mining can be broadly classified into following categories :
Boolean or quantitative associations
Single dimension or multidimensional associations
Single level or multilevel associations
D. Modified Level of Association Rule
Multiple level association rule mining can work with two types of support- Uniform and Reduced.
1. Uniform Support: In this approach same minimum support threshold is used at every level of Hierarchy.
There is no need to evaluate itemsets containing items whose ancestors do not have minimum support. The
minimum support threshold has to be appropriate. If minimum support threshold is too high the we can lose lower
level associations and if too low then we can end up in generating too many uninteresting high level association
rules. For e.g
At Level 1

Computer, Printer
Minimum supp 5% [support – 10%]

At Level 2

Wipro Computer , Cannon printer Minimum support 3% [support 7%]
Wipro Computer , HP Printer [ support 3%]

2. Reduced Support : In this approach reduced minimum support is used at lower levels
There are following search strategies:
Independently Level by Level : This technique is basically based on full breadth search. It is not required to know
in advance frequent itemset for pruning. Each node is evaluated at each level , regardless of whether or not its
ancestor node is found to be frequent.
Filtering across the levels by single item set : In this technique descendants are only checked only if ancestor is
found to be frequent. So item at ith level will be only checked if and only if item at i-1th level is frequent. For eg
wipro computer is not examined if computer is not frequent.
Filtering across the levels by k-itemset : In this approach a k item set at ith level is only examined if and only if its
ancestor k item set at i-1 th level is frequent . For eg Wipro Computer , cannon printer will be examined only if
Computer and printer are frequent.
E. Checking for redundancy :
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There can be redundancy in some of the rules due to its ancestors associations between items For eg.
Rule 1 : Computer, Printer  Ups [support =10% , Confidence =70%]
Rule 2: Wipro Computer , Cannon printer  Mikrotek UPS [support =3% , confidence =70%]
In this eg first rule is an ancestor of the second rule . A rule is redundant if its support is close to the expected value,
based on the rule’s ancestor.
III.Apriori Algorithm
Apriori algorithms having a two-step process.
The join step: To find Lk , a set of candidate k item sets is generated by joining Lk-1 with itself. This set of
candidate is denoted Ck.
The prune step: Ck is the superset of Lk, that is, its members may or may not be frequent, but all of the frequent kitemsets are included in Ck. A scan of the databases to determine the count of each candidate in Ck would result in
the determination of Lk. (i.e. all candidates having a count no less than the minimum support count are frequent by
definition, and therefore belongs to Lk)
procedure AprioriAlg()
begin
L1 := {frequent 1-itemsets};
for ( k := 2; Lk-1 0; k++ ) do {
Ck= apriori-gen(Lk-1) ; // new candidates
for all transactions t in the dataset do {
for all candidates c Ck contained in t do
c:count++
}
Lk = { c Ck | c:count >= min-support}
}
Answer := k Lk
end
It makes multiple passes over the database. In the first pass, the algorithm simply counts item occurrences to
determine the frequent 1-itemsets (itemsets with 1 item). A subsequent pass, say pass k, consists of two phases.
First, the frequent itemsets Lk-1 (the set of all frequent (k-1)-itemsets) found in the (k-1)th pass are used to generate
the candidate itemsets Ck, using the apriori-gen() function. This function first joins Lk-1 with Lk-1, the joining
condition being that the lexicographically ordered first k-2 items are the same. Next, it deletes all those itemsets
from the join result that have some (k-1)-subset that is not in Lk-1 yielding Ck.
The algorithm now scans the database. For each transaction, it determines which of the candidates in Ckare
contained in the transaction using a hash-tree data structure and increments the count of those candidates. At the end
of the pass, Ck is examined to determine which of the candidates are frequent, yielding Lk . The algorithm terminates
when Lk becomes empty.
A. Problem in Apiori Algorithm:
Main Problem with Apriori algorithm is that it is less effective with time variant as well on the memory front of
view because it fetch data from every time in a single apriori algorithm run on a particular data and it has to
communicate with main database every time so it take more memory and time as well.To overcome this problem,
there are a solution called FP-growth pattern but this solution is complex.
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IV. Proposed Solution: A Case Study
Now, we are going to produce a concept of modified data association rule .In this rule, We make a copy of table of
transaction and then we make another table which consist the no. of items , name of the items and list no of the
items.
List no.

Name of Item

No of Item

100

A

4

101

B

3

102

C

4

103

D

2

104

E

1

List of
items
A

40-60%

60-75%

75-95%

95-100%

Item-sets

D

B

E

C

(A,C)

B

A

D

C

E

(B,E)

C

B

E

A

D

(C,D)

D

C

A

E

B

(D,B)

E

B

C

D

A

(E,A)

Table:1-Table of transaction

Table:2- Items record in transaction

Now, we take another table of containing Items associating Items record in transaction
For calculating` the percentage of items associate items and make item sets of every time k to n where k=2 to n and
n is no. of association we want to make. For example {A,B,D} then n=3.
After making the association rule, we discard the table and take it record to the data warehouse for further use. Now,
To find Percentage of items associate items , we use the formula of probability and summation of series.
Π = ∑αi*βi.
Where αi= total no of items with same transaction row / total no of transaction
And βi=100.
A. The Proposed Algorithm
CBPA algorithm is used on the customized version as data miner required as per there requirement. The proposed
algorithm is memory effective and best used for data mining because its record save in cloud for future calculation.
New CBPA(Count Based Pruning Algo):
Steps:
Step 1. Access sphere of cloud where data is reside which is to be patterned
Step 2. Make copy of that database in RAM or in Cache Memory of client Sphere.
Step 3. Perform proposed Algorithm After making three table according to the requirement which is mention earlier.
Step 4. Do
For k=2 to n
Find π
And update counter T as well as table .
Step5.
Select t.items, t.items. . . . . . . From table T.
Step 6 . perform again
Find π and update counter T as well as table till k=n
Step7. If k=n
Then stop and make pattern decision using last counter T update values.
V.Cloud and CBPA
Cloud computing provides cost-efficient solutions of storing and analyzing mass data.By cloud we can say that it is
an infrastructure that consists of services delivered through shared Data Centers and appearing as a single point of
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access for consumers' computing needs and also provides demanded resources and/or service over the internet.
Sector storage cloud is a distributed storage system that can be deployed over a wide area network and allows users
to consume and download large dataset from any location with a high-speed network connection to the system.
Sector automatically replicates files for the better reliability, access and availability. Sphere compute cloud is a
computation service which is built on the top of the sector storage cloud. It allows developers to write certain
distributed data intensive parallel applications with several simple APIs. Data locality is the key factor for the
performance in the Sphere. The exact location of data in the cloud is often unknown. Data may be located in
systems in other countries, which may be in conflict with regulations prohibiting data to leave a country or union. It
is the responsibility of cloud providers to keep data in specific jurisdictions and whether the providers will make
contractual commitments to obey local privacy requirements on behalf of their customers.
VI. Conclusion
To analyse “big data” on clouds, it is very important to research data mining strategies based on cloud computing
paradigm from both theoretical and practical views. For this purpose, we study a strategy of data mining on cloud
using association rule mining as an example. The paper proposes a fast mining algorithm of association rules based
on cloud computing namely, CBPA (Count Based Pruning Algorithm). The experimental results suggest that CBPA
is fast more time effective and frequent data analysis on basis of associations and Rule of association should be
imply more on other area than market basket analysis
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